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PUREVAL FIRST COUNTY OFFICEHOLDER TO OFFER PAID LEAVE  
WILL PAY LIVING WAGE TO ALL EMPLOYEES, ANNOUNCES OTHER HR CHANGES  

 
Cincinnati – Aftab Pureval, Hamilton County Clerk of Courts, announced today that he will begin offering 
comprehensive Paid Family Leave to all employees, becoming the first Hamilton County officeholder to do 
so. He also announced that he will begin paying a living wage to all staff.  
 
“Thanks to our hard working and dedicated team at the Clerk’s office, we are keeping our promises to the 
people of Hamilton County,” said Pureval. “From launching a new website to putting more services online to 
reducing costs for court records, we are making our office more modern and efficient. The staff is making it 
happen and they have earned these benefits.” 
  
Effective immediately, Pureval announced the following policy changes:  

Ø All employees at the Clerk’s office will be paid a living wage and will make at least $16 an hour.   
Ø The Clerk’s office will become the first Hamilton County office to offer comprehensive Paid  Family 

Leave. This will include six (6) weeks of paid parental leave, for both mothers and  fathers, and two 
(2) weeks of paid leave to care for a sick relative.   

Ø HR policies will be updated to include LGBTQ employees as a protected class to shield them  from 
discrimination.   

 
“Our employees are providing great customer service to the people of Hamilton County,” said Pureval. “And 
they deserve our appreciation, not just in words but in action.”   
 
Previous decisions to cut waste and reduce staff size mean that even with these new benefits, the Clerk’s 
office will spend less on personnel than the previous administration, saving taxpayer dollars.  
 
Pureval said he made this decision after looking at top area businesses, like P&G and GE, who offer these 
benefits as a way to recruit and retain talent.  “We are doing what any good business does – investing in our 
people so that they perform better for customers,” said Pureval. “These policies will lead to a more 
productive and efficient workforce, and it’s the right thing to do for our staff and their families.”  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